Internship Product research in Amsterdam
About us:
Ingredients Brokers International (IBI) is an independent broker in the international markets of physical agricultural
ingredients, grains, oilseeds and edible oils. We inform and have long-term relationships with suppliers, traders,
manufacturers, distributors and end users of these products with integrity, openness, respect and responsibility. This is
achieved by bringing supply and demand together in these markets, which contributes to an objective and transparent pricing
of the various products and services.
Our company has a global reach with business in almost every corner of the world. Building partnerships with people and
companies from different backgrounds is therefore one of our key strengths.
Internship:
As an Intern within our organisation you will be given the opportunity to conduct thorough practical research in the
agricultural ingredients markets.
Do you possess the right practical research mentality? Eager to work in a commercial environment? Being in contact with
global suppliers and customers in more than 80 countries? Do you want to become a broker/ trader after your graduation?
Have the willingness to be part of a young and dynamic organization? Then this is the right opportunity for you!
Research description:
The product portfolio of our business partners consists of hundreds of types of ingredients, varying from wheat, corn, soy,
rapeseed, potato, faba bean, pea and tapioca derivatives. These ingredients are being bought and sold by our partners as
single ingredients and further processed in food, feed or industrial products.
Our research together with you as our intern, focusses itself on finding and developing potential blends (mixes) of multiple
ingredients to create better economical and nutritional values benefiting our clients.
As our intern you will be responsible for having contact with buyers and sellers of agricultural ingredients, food / feed
scientists, and other stakeholders to develop these blend solutions next to your own research.
We offer:
- Compensation: to be discussed
- Dynamic working environment
- Direct training on the job by experts in the industry
- Job offer after your successful internship
- Fantastic location on Keizersgracht, Amsterdam
- Informal atmosphere & Friday afternoon drinks
Are you ready for the challenge?
Are you interested in this great internship as a research intern? Please send your resume and motivation to:
info@ingredientsbrokers.nl
For more information, visit our website: www.ingredientsbrokers.nl
Requirements
- You are pursuing a Masters degree
- You are available 4/5 days per week
- You are fluent in Dutch and English (another language will be beneficial)
- You are flexible
- You like to be part of a dynamic environment
- You are hands on and proactive
- You have attention to detail and verbal persuasive
- Knowledge of agricultural markets would be beneficial
- You are living in Amsterdam or willing to travel for the internship
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